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NEW Writers’ Group was formed in 2002 and incorporated in
2004. We are not-for-profit and run by volunteers. Currently we
meet twice a month at UNE Sydney, 211 Church Street,
Parramatta, on Saturdays, 3:00-5:00 pm, Feb – Nov. (Our 2020
dates will be available in Jan.) We share the art and craft of
writing through reader feedback workshops, writing exercises
and open mic. We publish two annual print zines: ZineWest for
aspiring Western Sydney Writers and local artists, and this group
anthology. Participants are 16 years or over. Writers of all genres
and levels of experience are welcome.
Carol Amos, President
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MIHAELA CRISTESCU
Author and editor, this year celebrating 10 years since we
arrived in Australia.
Through the Village
There was morning
and we were walking through the village
checking the river and the trees,
the fragile minuscule water drops three-dimensional hologram curtain
of rain.
There was strength
rising from the earth
but we were silently searching
for frames
and a place to rest.
And above all
there was light
showing mirrors against walls and houses.
No smoke around:
readily we were tracking
the golden flames
among the photographs
of hidden watchwords.
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Green Roofs Story
So blind sometimes!
So cruel…
You see, the roofs below are covered in green green grass
from picnic office blueprints and are caught in small fluorescent tiles
limited by outskirts.
Blades of steel grass design the shapes of the houses:
not to grow
but to irrigate the meaningful structure.
Sometimes,
the helicopters overfly the town
and find small breaches: brown, red, orange holes
along the river road.
Eastern winds are often stolen.
They cry every time in fear.
Green they are afraid of.
Grass is what they see.
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By Tomorrow
Spring afternoon once and for all chinotto and bitter cherry smoke.
By tomorrow
they’ll fracture,
bread and cheese toasted by tomorrow
on crimson dusk veranda brick chinotto and black coffee with laughs.
No verbs:
spring tartan book covers
with unfolded pages
around the boutique tables.
Street views alive by tomorrow.
Rooms.
My room.
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HELEN STEVENSON
I like to appeal to the senses.
Fog
Fog folds around one. Encapsulates those within its
grasp but not with warmth. Silently and surreptitiously it
grips one in a holding pattern of suspended life with clammy
hands. It muffles sound so that noises are damped down.
Speech tends to come thickly blocked, as if wispy fingers are
trying to stifle the throat of the speaker. Footsteps pad along
with noiseless uniformity, the pedestrian hoping that he
knows the path well enough to get to where he needs to be.
The familiar becomes unfamiliar. What seemed
perfectly normal yesterday is now an unknown, uncharted
course. The harbour bridge, its spans clouded in white mist,
is just a road for cars with nothingness above.
Fog has a smell, a damp, almost acrid whiff that tingles
the nostrils with its alien odour. Perhaps the vapour has
captured and held car exhaust fumes and chimney smoke in
its grasp. Particulates clog the nose and the throat. Nothing
can get away and be free. All are prisoners here, in a black
and white movie world.
I drive slowly, carefully, determined not to fall under its
spell and suspend my plans for the day. My vision ahead is
limited but not altogether gone.
Trust and caution apply. The ferries are not running and
the airport is closed, the radio tells me. I’m glad of that. We
all need to see ahead and be safe.
It won’t last, it won’t stay around, I say to myself as I
drive in the early morning, because I want the familiar back
again.
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This fog lasted longer than any I’ve encountered but by
lunchtime it did lift. Colours began to emerge as the sun
returned. The light tickled trees, it played with the road
ahead, bouncing off cars and people and buildings, because
that is what light does. I’d missed the colours, the nuance of
shadow versus bright light and all the in between shades.
Reds, yellows and particularly the green of favourite trees
were now back. I’d taken it for granted until it disappeared.
Perhaps I should thank the fog for showing me how good it
felt to have colour, light and particularly warming sun again.
It was most welcome, the world was back as we all know
it. I parked the car and embraced the light, the sun, raising
my arms just to know and feel the freedom and the warmth,
again.

LET THERE BE LIGHT– Dannielle Viera
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BELINDA CURBY
Writes poetry, stories and cartoons.
In Two Minds
My mind like a punching bag
Beaten both sides
Bruised by the distortions
I shamefully hide
Echoing urges that entwine in my mind
A constant war battled
Vulnerable I cry
Haunting voices that drown out the light
A constant persuasion to give up the fight
To give into the urges fully contrite
Crawling in the trenches
As I cling to any hope in my life
I hear the friendly voice
The dialectic in my mind
She challenges the urges
Holds me gently in time
Stepping out of my comfort zone
She encourages me to be brave
As those hideous voices lose their way
Echoes of ravens sing sweetly in my mind
Lighting up the darkness
Of the enemy lines
Drawn between the dusk and the dawn of time
Like a terminator in two minds
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A Shocking Existence
Nil by mouth I lay before you
Beneath the warmth of my hospital blankie
Waiting for the anaesthetic
For the sweet juice
That induces sleep
The electrodes connected to my forehead
Cocooned like a butterfly
I slowly drift away
Breathing in the oxygen
Into my dreams I fly
Minutes later waking confused
Ripping my cannula out
Trying to figure out
Where on earth I am
As the earthquake ceases in my head
Forgotten memories a side effect
A residue of the tremors
That kiss my brain while asleep
An act of compassion
In this dark dark world
A lifesaving defibrillator
Waking my brain
Raising the arms of depression
My mind free from the razor fence
That once imprisoned me
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Dreaming of You
I walk down the street
And I see you there
Laughing and joking
On a wing and a prayer
Playing on the swings
While the dark’s still there
I know you’re gone
But sometimes life’s not fair
Your smile lights up the dawn
Like a half moon lit sky
Your eyes, child-like
Next to your tomb
Like a butterfly
I watch you dance
As the ravens sing
On the graveyard’s fence
I watch you fade
Into the autumn breeze
Spits of rain cut right through you
Shadowed in the glaze
A foggy pear shape
Like a ghost
Fading in the morning light
My tears lean down like falling knees
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Talking to me from beyond
We dance once again
In the wildness of night’s life
Like a love affair
Held in your wings tonight
Entwined our souls waltz
Dancing with me in my dreams
Is it in my head
Are you really there
As we kiss the dawn
And say goodnight
I’m still here
But you’re not there

THE PILGRIM’S SLEEP (Muzdalifah, Saudi Arabia) –Tazin
Abdullah
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VICTORIA A CARTWRIGHT
American writer married to an Australian poet and a feline
crew.
Light
It sparkles down the flow of pine needles. The brown
becoming more of green as you shift your focus back to the
larger picture. A grove of pines, oaks and more trees that
stand fresh after the spring rain, each drop shimmering on
swaying leaves and stiff needles. I am home again and yet...
not.

The Smoothness of Stones
I had forgotten the smoothness
of stones. The texture that has been
worn down by water cycling past each
rock and pebble. Or etched by machine
at a faster pace.
Each stone is reminder of time,
of effort by water over each. The liquid
plane burnishing each to an inner gleam.
My hand catches each silken curve and edge
in the hunt for the time and place it came
from. Seeking what is ancient in a newer form.
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Flow
Winds blow
Trees creak
Leaves fall
To the browned grass below.

LION – Carol Amos
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DANNIELLE VIERA
Dannielle Viera is an award-winning author, editor and
proofreader with over 20 years’ experience in the Australian
publishing industry.
Discordance
Light and dark
clamour for supremacy.
I ride life’s manic tumult,
pain clawing at my mind.
Looming fury
rages against chaos.
I seek sedate salvation,
soul lost in cacophony.
Safe passage to sanity
appeals from afar.
I step, stumble, fall;
frenzy envelops me.
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Glow
The rough track threaded its way between rock faces
furrowed with age. Verdant ferns clung to the cliffs,
shivering in the mist. Jake stopped short and took a deep
breath. As icy air flooded his lungs, the delicious chill chased
away his woes. City stresses had no place in this ancient
wilderness.
Continuing along the path, Jake’s senses tingled. The
smell of damp earth drifted past his nose and settled on his
tastebuds. Liberated from leaves by a gentle breeze,
dewdrops tickled his cheeks. But silence cloaked the
landscape. ‘Where are the bellbirds?’ Jake murmured.
Without their welcoming tink-tink jingling through the bush,
he wondered if his presence was intruding on nature’s
quietude.
Rounding a bend, he saw a scowling mouth in the
sandstone. Browning bracken lined the cave lip, but it did
not stray inside the dour duskiness. Jake hesitated.
Goosebumps prickled along his arms, and he wasn’t entirely
sure that the cool climate was to blame. Shaking his head, he
grabbed the flashlight from his back pocket and walked into
the cave. The shadows swallowed him whole.
Dankness battered his nostrils as his eyes fought to
focus in the gloom. The sallow beam slid over the uneven
floor and disappeared into the molasses-like blackness
beyond. Jake stumbled forward, following the meandering
passageway. Peering around, he searched for the glowworms that were supposed to inhabit the cave. Craggy walls
stared back, dull and unimpressed.
Without warning, something large and leathery brushed
against Jake. He yelped and dropped the flashlight. The
crack of shattering plastic echoed around the cave. Plunged
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into darkness, Jake grasped at his galloping heart and
groaned. He wanted to run, but disorientation drained his
brain. Then he saw them.
One after the other, three blue lights sparked into being.
Mesmerised, Jake shuffled towards them. ‘So, there really
are glow-worms in here,’ he whispered. Before he could
reach the trio of tiny torches, five more glittered in the
distance. Something stirred in his soul as he staggered in the
direction of the new gleam.
Nearing the vivid quintet, Jake tripped. Instinctively, he
threw out his hands to break his fall. The slap against the
stone shuddered through the cave. And the lights blinked
out. Suffocated by the sudden blackout, Jake began to
tremble. He closed his eyes, trying to slow his rapid
breathing. When he opened them again, he gasped. A sea of
sapphire stars twinkled overhead.
If not for the colour, Jake could have convinced himself
that he was looking up at the night sky. Overwhelmed by the
glow-worms’ celestial radiance, his spirit soared. No longer
an entity to be feared, the ebony setting enveloped him in a
shroud of serenity. He hugged himself and smiled.
Gazing around, Jake spied an inky void within the
brilliance. It had to be the way out of the cave. Although he
didn’t want to leave this cocoon, he knew it was time to
return to the temporal world. Treading carefully, he crept
along the cave with his arms outstretched. Fingers raked at
nothingness … and then substance. Viscid strands stuck to
his skin like slender tentacles.
Jake jerked his hands back, drawing the stringy curtain
with them. It swept around and ensnared his body.
Panicked twisting only tightened the twine. His mind raced –
what was this stuff? Glow-worms used silky threads to catch
their prey, but this was on a different level.
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Using every ounce of willpower to keep still, he assessed
the situation. Perhaps if he gradually peeled off one filament
at a time, he could free himself from this mesh. As he
wriggled his thumb and forefinger into position, an odd
movement caught his eye. Above him, shimmery specks
swayed from side to side, and then swarmed across the
ceiling. Soon, they appeared to be growing bigger.
Not bigger. Closer.
Frozen to the spot, Jake’s eyes widened as the creatures
scuttled down the webs entangling his limbs. Fangs flashed
in the glow from their abdomens as they worked away,
entombing him in spun silk. Then, with preternatural
strength, the horde hoisted Jake’s cocoon into the neverending night.

PROSPECT RESERVOIR – S E Crawford
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NORM FAIRBAIRN
Won best poem at Zinewest 2017. Published four anthologies
of modern verse and two children’s books in verse. Work has
appeared in two Romanian anthologies.
In the Little Town
In the little town, the lights
seem like tired Christmas ones,
scattered akin to swollen berries
used as ammo in after school wars.
At its dusty edge
the liquor store with stuttering neon,
unpainted whorehouse claiming massage,
with rear entrance only.
Tradesmen with port wine faces
charge surgeons' fees,
strangers become intimates
and all the tourists keep driving
past its dusty edge,
near where the plane crashed in '62,
near where three crops failed,
near the reedy creek.
Where schoolgirls all of 16,
all heavy with child,
smirk at the barren wife,
knitting booties in her rocker.
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In the little town,
gossip travels like Morse Code,
decrypted by radar dish ears.
The fat pastor dreams of the young widow,
on his knees in the vestry,
prior to giving absolution
to the shoplifter,
who kisses the offending hand in gratitude.
Three generations of one family
man the grocery store,
while children mostly gone,
for brighter lights and twenty minute showers,
leaving parents to shrink away,
in the little town,
where local tales become legend,
to be debunked online 60 years on.
Faded shop fronts now illegible,
wives become mothers, become widows, become
grandmothers,
all in the same chairs,
all drinking the same tea.
In the little town,
the spear point is life,
just 5 minutes from the dusty edge,
20 feet down in the reedy creek.
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Drunk from unseasonal rain,
the amber harvest
sways like a drunken football team
celebrating its first premiership.
The dairyman scrapes his boots
on the worn-smooth step,
at the doorway of the pre-war house,
among empty rooms where sad drapes hang.
Listens for the sounds of
the swallows flown the nest,
swears he hears the son's keyboard somewhere,
the foreign scent of the milk-fed daughter.
In the little town,
year on in the faces lengthen,
the winters grow cold like Mrs Adams just dead,
with sad drapes wide open, lest the night close in forever.
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I Make Pancakes Now
I make pancakes now,
all my recipes alphabetized,
all my skill sets have evolved
from shed to kitchen.
My vacuuming is tour de force,
the taps are bristling,
every surface, every ornament,
polished smooth, even you.
Mrs Johnson from Unit 5,
has progressed from sympathy to winking,
the neighbourhood has closed ranks,
with long drinks on long afternoons.
The outside view has barely changed,
only the inside one has lost its hue,
strange how you no longer feel like swimming,
when fate steals the only pebble on your beach.
I make pancakes now,
when not dodging Mrs Johnson,
oh what a catch I'd be for her,
the matching pebble, the single bookend, the eternal swan.

* For Brian
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We of The Hungry Country
We of the hungry country,
of shadows tumbled over inner-city steps,
we wince from the needles of June,
wipe sweat from the blanket of December.
We are the new tribes,
our lands bordered by graffitied walls,
our doorway Hilton patrolled by the blue menace,
all grimace and "... move along ..."
We absorb the chill of the stone parapet,
within sight of the towers, the coathanger,
where the power-suited and ultimately superannuated,
clink glasses over a pleasing budget surplus.
We of the hungry country,
invisible both day and night,
spectators to open-door soap operas,
the chorus of ambitions' duet.
They of the three houses,
two cars and au pair,
manufacturing tax deductions to create
the ultimately disappointing budget surplus.
We are the new tribes,
we form tight circles around burning drums,
we are full of the old stories,
of Jack and “Beanbag” and “Skull”.
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We of the hungry country,
we of shopping trolley wardrobes,
of hands half-chilled, half woollen-gloved,
a toothless Luna Park smile.
We, of shadows tumbled over your sleeping conscience,
invisible when you close your eyes,
invisible when you don't,
but a human smile if you look our way.

WILL THEY SEE THE LIGHT? – Robert Dunn
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CAROL AMOS
A writer of short stories and short plays.
Dawn
To a bystander the trio crossing the street in the dark
from the apartment block looked suspicious. There was
barely any light thrown on them from a single street lamp
further up the block, but enough to see they were carrying
various odd shaped objects and at 5 in the morning this was
curious. It crossed his mind that maybe this wasn’t the night
to break into the apartments that these three had already
looted before him, though there was no indication that the
occupants had been disturbed. All was in darkness.
What the bystander didn’t know was that the three
were two actors and a single girl production team armed
with a smartphone out to do some filming at dawn as part of
the project “Between Dusk & Dawn”, a short film based on
some of the stories from the anthology of the same name.
Arriving in the late afternoon the day before, it had
taken them several trips around the block to locate the
apartment’s driveway for parking. It was extremely narrow
and very steep leading down to the basement with a sharp
right hand turn at the bottom. The driver exhaled to have
made it down safely.
They travelled up two floors in a tiny lift that barely fit
the three with their luggage. The apartment was unusual
consisting of two levels. Down a flight of internal stairs, the
first landing led to bedrooms and bathrooms. The next flight
down opened into a large living area with sliding doors at the
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far end giving access to a substantial deck overlooking the
beach and ocean. What a view!
Even on this cloudy cold afternoon at Manly there was
something refreshing about having the sea breeze messing
with your hair whilst watching white waves curl into the
sand.
When it started to rain the three reluctantly withdrew
back into the apartment and for the first time gave it more
than a cursory look. It didn’t feel like a holiday let – there
were interesting pictures on the walls surrounding the super
comfy lounge chairs and quirky artwork and table
decorations across the huge polished wood dining set. It felt
like they were intruding into someone else’s home.
When the rain eased the three headed off to a nearby
hotel for an early dinner and a last run through of the script
for the morning. The main concern was the weather – the
forecast wasn’t great with predictions of clouds, wind and
rain. They crossed their fingers for better weather as this
was the only dawn they had budgeted for.
It had been difficult to leave warm cosy beds in the dark
– in fact there was a reluctance to do so. However, there
was also anxiety not to miss the first shards of dawn rising
over the dark sea which was why they had left 30 minutes
before it was necessary.
Crossing the street to the beach they carried a picnic
basket laden with flasks of tea, tin mugs, plates and a
tablecloth. Another bag contained a spread of biscuits,
cheese, tomatoes, honey, a breadboard and a knife – all
props for the set. The first scene filmed was as the couple
walked towards a park bench, but the wind snatched their
words away making it necessary to record several attempts
before they had a successful take.
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They were all grateful for the hot tea as it was some
time before the dawn dragged herself up appearing slowly on
the horizon with faded colours. It was not what they had
been hoping for but it was a dawn and met the brief.
Filming continued on the beach as a sand castle was
required. For consistency purposes the actors clumsily
constructed their creation with the tin mugs from the
previous scene. While they waited for the waves to wash
their castle away the sun finally broke through the clouds,
sending golden light beams onto the beach. Satisfied with
the footage recorded, the trio trudged away leaving behind
the remnants of their endeavour. As they silently thanked
the universe for reasonable weather the light sparkled across
the ocean waves and a curious little seagull approached the
ruins.
https://youtu.be/3rJ3yP4IeX4 (l= lower case L)

SEAGULL – Carol Amos
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PETER CARTWRIGHT
A Parramatta poet who has been published locally and
internationally.
The Resurrection
This morning is inhumane,
everything lacks energy, so much so
that my head hurts from the experience.
The trees move listlessly on the breeze,
the sky is uncertain as to whether
to be cloudy or sunny,
so it’s both and neither,
so lukewarm as to be spat out.
To the east, through the buildings,
I can see a place of certainty,
a bank of dark blue clouds, still pink
from the birth of the morning,
and shining brilliant white on the edge.
Hope is there! My humanity is there!
And the sight casts doubt on the place
where I am now, where I have been,
its languorous uncertainty
dying a saviour’s death so the day
in all its glory can be raised.
The sight, the new morning, cast out the demon
of my headache. The Golgotha
that the morning was is now an empty tomb,
abandoned in favour of the shining
morning. The breeze rises a little
and the trees dance, whispering Messiah.
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Snapshot
The thick, shiny paper was stiff and slightly curled,
the white borders so old they were slightly yellow,
and the subjects were grey in shades of the old black and
white photo.
But it was a snapshot into the light.
Today I have the answers,
today is not the same
as when I last saw it.
Today I see it all in colour, smell the fresh cut grass
and feel the sun on my face so I squint.
Today I remember my Dad
buying me that yellow checked suit
that the tailor said was the perfect
young man’s suit.
But today the suit is the embarrassment
of days gone by when I wore
those psychedelic clothes,
and I remember the peach coloured pants
I used to wear with the “Great Expectations” shirt,
as my Mum called it for the Dickensian figures
printed on it.
Today I wear black, like a rocker.
Today I’m still a hippy
but I’m not psychedelic,
and I’m not the young man in the snapshot,
the slingshot that brought him into the light.
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The Colour People
We are the colour people
with the colours of war and of love,
of unity and endless diversity.
We have the colours of creativity,
of knowledge and understanding.
We are a rainbow of infinite variety
and a river of progress.
We are the people of dreams
and attainments.
We are believers and sceptics
in the same moment.
We are a kaleidoscope of possibilities
If we just decide to be who we are,
the people of diversity and unity,
the colour people.
Turn the wheel of our kaleidoscope.
turn the wheel of our progress,
display the colours of our ineffable beauty.
Every day we add more colours,
every day we add more combinations,
more patterns, more answers
and the glory of oh so many questions.
We are the dreamers, the actors,
the pundits and prognosticators.
We are the kaleidoscope
that constitutes our being
and our stories and songs because
we are the colour people.
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ROBERT DUNN
Robert Dunn is a reasonably tall writer who writes
increasingly short pieces.
Dangerous Insights
We find the campus decorated in a blaze of pink
banners and wristbands. Apparently, students are red with
rage about University red tape raising the cost of education.
They accost us at every opportunity with pamphlets and
rehearsed outrage.
‘Where can I find the nearest coffee?’ I ask behind a
barely concealed yawn while my daughter gathers enough
freebies to make the Open Day worthwhile.
With the sun unable to make an impact on this bleak
winter morning, I take refuge inside a packed foyer and claim
a space next to the window. A weak slither of light provides
just enough presence to illuminate my collected reading
materials. I begin thumbing through them one by one.
Arriving at the institution’s flagship cultural journal, I
open it with great enthusiasm, remembering the radical rags
from my own student days. Expecting an invitation into a
world of challenging new ideas, I am instead confronted by
content warnings emblazoned across the top of every article
with dire descriptions of death, homophobia, violence and
mental illness for those that dare read on.
Intimidated, I hastily flick through to the contributors’
section for some light entertainment. As expected, their
taste in music is abysmal. A mark of my child’s generation.
Pot shots from every era, no concept of pop culture trash
versus critically acclaimed treasure. A glorious mish-mash of
everything and nothing much at all. Alongside cherub faced
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profiles they mention various interests and activities. I smile
knowingly at their single minded intensity, the rigidity of
their principles. And I frown with untold despair at the
meticulously negotiated narrowness of their scope.
As if succumbing to the rise in negativity, my improvised
reading lamp is soon extinguished by the gathering gloom
and I’m left in the dark. If only some big bold beam of light
would burst in and show the way, I think to myself, flooding
the room with optimism and the prospect of adventure. But
there’s another session looming and I have to run.
On the way home my daughter and I talk about fees and
application forms. I ponder what it would feel like to be at
that stage of life again, full of ideas, unburdened by
responsibilities, free to eat two minute noodles and juggle
several part time jobs. Hmm…. We pump up the volume and
sing along to cheesy songs in the car, in the fading light,
dreaming of a brighter future.
That night I gather up those pink pamphlets and toss
them in the recycling bin, along with my old university
clippings … only to fish them out again.

Leaving Chicago
At thirty thousand feet the air is thin
Minus thirty and falling
Shards of sunlight sneak in beneath the shutters
Reflected columns of luminosity
Like skyscrapers I’d just seen
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DANNY DRAPER
I have been writing poetry since young and write about the
earth, nature and science, relationships, human rights and
politics from a secular humanist view.
Afternoon Nap
Birthday eve lying on the bed, as falling asleep reading,
Before ‘Belle’s twenty first tonight
Mid-afternoon winter sun through dirty pane to west,
Diffuse in the road grimed fly screen
Warm enough with coat and socks atop the doona
Flickers in the room,
Bounces to intrude peripheral vision
Seemingly unseasonably bright
With its clear path under the Spotted Gum’s crown
By the sleepy Frangipani’s bold frame,
With the heavy maroon curtains fully parted
Closed windows exclude the bitter westerly
Its warmth on cheeks and legs
Slowly falls arcing to the fixed pane to south
Sieved and fragmented in twiggy Callistemon branches
Colliding with the left curtain
Opaque cold and resolute, no eclipse!
The sunny interlude gradually recedes
Exposed legs feel night’s niggling chill in cooling room
Wind pushes verandah strung pots into the light
Punctuating night-full bedroom swayed shadows
Near empty sky retreats by low bleached clouds
Perfect pale blue, pulsing wind breathes rhythmically
Nudges resting Saturday, dull road noise, calm distends,
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Sleep time spent writing this poem
Supine, calm head on newly made bed is surely respite and
Gentle winter’s seeping dance enlivening,
Enough repose for a spindrift soul if not wilful flesh?
Glare pools dying stars in brown furniture varnish
Direct light has left exposed freckled skin
Dimming in the farthest corner to southeast
Draining from stacked and dishevelled possessions
Off etchings of interiors and scruff tree hilltops
Over butts of poets’ works in temporal sediments
From fibres in faded hats, silly and practical
Falling from clocks long stopped and disregarded
Shadows on legs drawn in and crossed conserving warmth
From another room earnest TV narration speaks at silence
Shifting feijoa accretes as silhouette in dingy light
Cream clouds tatter done to golden, push to east
Garden shadows web spin swaying bedroom wall
Family return with chatter usurping the TV
It’s almost 5,
I must arise and having rested without sleep
Make the most of every gifted moment.
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TAZIN ABDULLAH
I am a working mother of two, who managed to finish one
piece of writing.
Presence
Brilliant! The sun was brilliant. The sky was bathed in
its radiance and the grass shone a fluorescent green. The
layers of dirt on the classroom windows lost their battle to
obscure what lay outside. Ray upon ray of sunlight marched
right through, softening even the dark grey floors.
My fascination with this luminosity eclipsed all that was
going on. The whispers of classmates about how boring the
class was, their mutterings about how hot it was going to be
on the bus today, the sound of pen on paper as people drew
doodles to pass the time.
“Particles”, “atoms”, “molecules”, “light”... I detected a
few words randomly, from the plethora of sentences the
teacher was delivering.
‘… And so we can say that light is the absence of
darkness.’
Hmmmm?
I recall that particular sequence of words making their
way into my ears in the correct order, just as the bell rang.
A habitually early riser, I find much pleasure in
witnessing the first light through the gaps in the blinds. Just
as I was fixated on the windows in the classroom a lifetime
ago, I still glance longingly at the windows at dawn when the
day becomes distinct from the night.
One morning, I didn’t notice the light beginning to
stream into my bedroom when I woke up long before dawn.
My mirror demanded all my attention. It was as if puberty
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had returned with a vengeance and pimples, reminiscent of
my teenage years, had copulated and sprung up like
mushrooms on my face.
Was it stress? Was it the lack of sleep? Eating habits?
Hormones? The reasons were of no consequence. The most
urgent investigation at hand was which item of make-up
would hide my scars best. And then, which shirt? Did it
cover the unsightly rolls? It was required that I deliberate
over this. I had to check. Because they would check that the
shirt matched with the pants.
They would slip in a comment about how I didn’t know
how to dress. How I didn’t have the wherewithal to look
after myself. How I was such an embarrassment. How I
didn’t even know how to eat.
How they hoped I could acknowledge that they were
just doing me a favour by reminding me that I was wretched
and pitiful in their eyes.
But I would show them. I was determined that I would
redress their understanding of me. I would emphatically
remove their sullen notions and, eventually, they would see
the light.
For I had thought that light was the absence of darkness.
Only this was not my darkness to dispel. The darkness
arose from somewhere other than me and I could not
navigate the labyrinth of another person’s mind to remove
what was theirs.
And it was not the existence of their darkness that was
obscuring my light. The dark was pervasive but the light was
omnipresent, waiting for me to embrace one or the other.
Light, at its origin, begins in singularity. The sun is
resplendent in its oneness. As the rays journey to Earth, we
see its generous manifestation in multiplicity. It emanates to
all and waits for us to open ourselves to its glory.
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On the days that I neglected to glance at my window or
look through the blinds, I had not been a receptacle for the
light that radiated. I was engrossed with the darkness
confronting me. When I conceded that the existence of
darkness was not the defining element, darkness became
insignificant. It ceased to overshadow the light. Instead, I
contemplated upon the light and it overshadowed the dark.
If I am present in the light, the light will always be present.

TIME – Mihaela Cristescu
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THOMAS THORPE
A geographer by training. Served in the Royal Air Force.
Arrived Australia 1962 – a “ten quid Pom”. Foundation
Department Head, Australian Catholic University.
One Christmas in War Time
England 1943 - a memory
Normally I would have cycled to church
but on that particular Christmas eve
Father was “on call” by the phone
and on watch by our cardboard Christmas crib
which had Mary and Joseph by an empty manger.
So I walked with Mother in the cold and the dark
the mile and a half to Midnight Mass.
No street lamps no cheerful windows
and few cars with their lights masked to slits
in that war-time blackout night.
We carried a torch to help pick our way
through the empty silent streets.
Passing the dark bulk of the town police station
Mother tripped and almost fell over.
Inspection by torch revealed a motionless man
so we ducked in to report the occurrence
Pausing only to grab his tin hat
the duty man hurried outside to investigate
but by then that prone body was no longer there
so Mother and I walked hastily on.
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Though I was one of the altar boys
and it would have been a red cassock feast
I have no recall of that Midnight Mass
other than that all the young servers got chocolates
gifts from the priests’ hoarded sweets ration.
Our slow return walk was peaceful and happy
with other worshipers going our way.
Back home Father had indeed been called out
for our living room now was in darkness
except for the torch-lit cut-out crib
with the child now snug in his cozy manger
placed there by Father at Midnight.

June Sunset
Glowing spirit-lifting sky
untidy ribbons of orange
against dove-grey
stalk the horizon
No evening drama
of vivid palette
and swirling clouds
just glowing colours
The ribbons fade
eucalypt greens
shade to black
silhouettes sharpen
Distant a streetlight
mimics a star
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C.A. BROADRIBB
I could describe myself as either “intelligent, creative and
humorous” or “fat, lazy and tired”, depending on how I felt at
the time.
A Beautiful Morning
Jeanette stood before her dressing table, carefully
examining herself in the ornate, wooden framed mirror. It
had been carefully polished so that not a speck of dust
marred its surface. It reflected an image of the bedroom,
itself spotlessly clean and tidy, and the white Persian cat
curled up on the bed.
‘Does this skirt make my hips look too fat?’ Jeanette
wondered out loud. She had chosen her cream coloured
skirt and her best designer label silk blouse. She was dressing
for an important occasion - morning tea with her friends
from the north shore and that darling psychiatrist Dr
Woodward - and she wanted to make a good impression.
The radio was playing in the background. The morning
news began: ‘Up to 12 people are feared dead and 67 injured
in a train crash near Glenbrook.’
‘Oh no, my hair's going all frizzy!’ Jeanette exclaimed. ‘I
knew I shouldn't have used those curlers.’ She sprayed on
liberal amounts of hair spray and desperately ran her
tortoiseshell comb through her hair while the Persian cat
watched dispassionately, unaware of either tragedy.
‘Maybe I can comb it to the side. But should I comb it to
the left or the right?’ Jeanette asked herself while the
newsreader prattled on. ‘Or would it be better if I pinned it
up?’ She finally decided to comb it to the right and held it in
place with her ivory hair clips.
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‘A mother spoke of the trauma of being asked to identify
her son's severed head, found in a canvas bag floating in the
Cook's River,’ the newsreader continued.
Jeanette started applying her new ruby nail polish, but
stopped to check the colour in the light. It looked all right in
the jar but on her nails it didn't look as dark and she worried
that people would notice that it didn't quite match her
lipstick. She sighed and picked up her old bottle of nail polish
instead, hoping that she had enough left. She had to wear
this shade of red. All of the magazines said that it was in this
season.
‘Another boatload of illegal immigrants has been
intercepted by Coastwatch near Christmas Island. They are
believed to be from Indonesia.’
Jeanette paused for a moment to consider which of her
perfumes best matched her mood, her clothing style and the
occasion. She looked over the hundreds of little glass bottles
scattered all over her dressing table. She finally narrowed
down the choice to two of them. Should she go for the light,
floral scent that created an atmosphere of youthfulness and
joy, or the subtler romantic overtones of that European
fragrance she had bought yesterday? She decided on the
latter and hoped that Dr Woodward would notice it.
‘A famous Hollywood actress has rescued 37 dogs that
were going to be used for medical experiments.’
Jeanette clipped her pearl necklace around her neck,
then wondered if it made her look over-dressed for morning
tea. But it matched the blouse so well. She might as well
wear the matching pearl earrings too. She had bought them
a week ago at her favourite jewellers and had been assured
that they were genuine. She just hoped that they were more
expensive than any of the jewellery her friends owned.
‘The FTSE slumped overnight, losing 128 points ...’
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She slipped on her high heeled shoes and took one last
look at herself in the mirror. She hoped that nobody would
be wearing anything too similar to her outfit. It was every
woman's worst fear.
‘Today will be fine and sunny, with a maximum of 23.’
Satisfied that everything was all right, Jeanette picked
up her crocodile skin handbag and hurried out of the room,
leaving the Persian cat to listen to the radio alone.

FRANGIPANI – C.A. Broadribb
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JENNY CAMPBELL
Jenny Campbell is a spoken word performer and poet who
spends a great deal of time in the scrub with her camera
chasing birds.
The Leaf
If I could find a single leaf upon which to behold
the world and all its wonder, I would watch that leaf unfold
I’d grow within the beauty, statuesque, I’d stand my ground
no interval could move me from the splendour I had found
There’d be no fraught tomorrow, no regret for yesterday
just languid meditation on a bird and beast buffet
Of moss and fungus dreaming on their gentle journey forth
of honeyeaters streaming through the skies for winter north
I’d watch the serpents slither and the bees collect their
sweets
while ants go hither thither doing vast, unending feats
The sun would rise above me while the moon elsewhere
bestows
I’d contemplate their certainty as wind around me blows
And I would be attentive to the substance in each day
until the moment Time arrived and took my breath away
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Say No To War
If the army tells you things
like joining up will give you wings
to raise your life from poverty
to sail the seas of liberty
That you’ll be treated with respect
enjoy it more than you expect
that you’ll save cash and get real fit
and gain some skills with guns and kit
And if the army makes it grand
and takes you by your ready hand
to melt a youth and forge a man
who’s tough and buff and “yes I can!”
You’ll think, I hope, on those before
who learnt the ropes and went to war
whose harried hearts cry misery
who might resent the military
for shaping him, for breaking him
for warring on a profit whim
for telling him to fight for hope
to shoot whatever’s in his scope
to hate the “other”, root and stem
to choke the facts and bury them
to launch to heavy metal tunes
and yahoo like a bunch of goons
And if you hear the word “conscript”
here’s pre-made parting gift
the spirit lives on, jailed or free;
investigate your enemy
For what they’ll try to fill you with
the truth will have no part in it
All wars are fought for privilege, hey
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their markets shares, a huge pay day
They don’t care if you live or die
you may come home and you’ll get high
to blur the edges of the day
memories that won’t fade away
You can’t unsee, you can’t undo
and once you learn what’s false and true
on top of trauma in your head
a fury that you’ve been misled
will grip you and it won’t let go
the human spirit has one foe;
injustice, whether to the self
or others by deceptive stealth
So if the generals knock one night
do what’s noble, do what’s right
the middle finger works quite well
it’s that, or Dante’s endless hell.

BEE ON MARIGOLD – C. A. Broadribb
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ILONA KRUEGER
Ilona Krueger loves to write, but then she loves to do many
things. Life is just too short for the banquet it offers.
Slice of Light
It sits on a post,
Observing the latitudes,
It does not rush,
But simply considers its options.
It sits on a post,
As the tree, in liberal kindness
Invites the bird
Into the palatial intrigue
Of finely-feathered friends,
An illusion perhaps,
Disguising a glittering hell-house,
Where snake-smiling serpents
Capture and quell all glisters of lumen.
It sits on a post,
Contemplating, imagining
The reaches of the cloud assemblage;
Pondering whether adventurous quest
Offers fulfillment … or dreaded ambush,
Wondering whether marauding monsters
Are skulking behind the dense thunderhead.
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It sits on a post,
Contemplating the ants’ ceaseless
And questionable toil,
When in the final reckoning
The epitaph never reads:
She worked hard but had no friends;
She had treasures but lost her soul.
It sits on a post,
Caught in a collision of winds:
Captivated by the carnal and taboo matters
Of the wanton earth,
Though desperately yearning
For a glimmer of divine wisdom,
Where freedom of heart exists
And that what is truly important
Abounds …
And then it spots that faint sliver—
That slice of light, the proverbial silver lining
Of happy hopes and favourable times;
It delights in the promise
Of higher consciousness, treasure
And enlightenment in the truth ...
But instinct becomes victor,
And the fundamental need
To sustain, shelter and protect
Pervades, so …
It abandons its post.
And then another bird appears:
It sits on the post,
Observes the latitudes
And considers its options.
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DORIAN STOILESCU
Dorian Stoilescu is a Romanian/English writer and translator,
and a lecturer at the Western Sydney University.
No Contracts
This device is creeping inside me; from the outside is
looking like a monitor. Kind of. It’s in my room, not
connected to anything; I don’t have any recollection of who
brought it. Every time I open my eyes, I am flooded by an
almost solid red light. What can it be? I feel I'm being told
from the depth about the companionship of this light, that
something is unhealthy and I should be cautious. At first,
these suggestions seemed ridiculous, like the allusions of a
fired employee, who instead of seeing their own issues,
accuses someone else of bewitchments.
Then, the device started to move away, changing its size
and quickly amending its paths of interactions. It turned into
a street with corporate buildings and ultra-friendly staff
offering cruises, promising me everything, allowing me to
travel wherever I sought. Really, anywhere? How much does
it cost? They just want me to go with them and that’s it.
Nothing else!
Yet, these interfaces shrank and became similar to the
stars placed on the celestial vault. But something was wrong
with their movements. I remember the slow movements of
the stars that I stared at for hours in rapture, as a teenager.
But these stars were way faster. They moved fast enough so
I wouldn't get bored. Why do they bend to my desire? I
would be idealistic, if not naïve, to say that every human
being deserves this. Why not, the stars rotate around the
earth, that has been said so long ago! Or if I wish to be more
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megalomaniac, I would say this should happen only to me, as
I deserve to have them moving around me, according to my
desires, and am entitled to consider myself their centre. But
these stars just want me to look at them and not to do
anything else. In the end, I still gave up looking, choked with
their perfect moves.
Then I notice hidden pixels expanding, tightening,
combining in fractalic ways, always unpredictable. Hurting
with their novelty, chasing the unbelievable, the generated
combinations seem to scorn me with their revelations
aroused on each movement. Is this a training of the mind or
its humiliation? These movements seem to be developing
new forms of life. They become creatures that visit me
during sleep. But these beings are no longer in curvilinear
forms like the shapes we see in nature. Because they are
digital or at least I believe so, their shapes become more
angular, like mini-cranes, that, together, can go anywhere
and lift anything. They know how to take the largest or the
slightest objects, the farthest or the closest ones. They can
take care in a physical care of thoughts and ideas. As well,
they seem to be digging and sucking everything inside of
these objects. They treat any object in the same way. These
possessions are no longer what they were once, or will have
an illusory existence, ignored by all others. Only waste will
remain of them.
Of course, these cranes are much more evolved,
obviously they know that, but I'm not sure what they want
from me. Finally, now I'm talking to them, or rather they
want to talk to me. These mini-cranes want me to be like
them, more specifically, to become my mind. They want to
replace my thoughts with their movements. Yes, they want
me to give up my mind, that old one, as they would say, to be
more than that. To be something I’ve never been, and so I
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must declare this device as the universal mind, the only mind
of the universe. No alternatives, otherwise, it would be a
betrayal.
This cold, red light is hitting my back. Sign this contract!
Now! We will give you access to the universal mind to think
all that was and what will be! You will know everything! I
have the impression the only certain thing is I will give up my
mind to be subjected to these mini-cranes and become
wasted, never what it was before. It'll probably not be even
a rotten potato.
I realise this universal mind was just that red light going
through my chest. Stabbing me. Then, coming to my senses,
I wipe my forehead and mechanically sip my coffee. Well, I
need to quickly get to my car and travel to downtown
Toronto. A new day of work and many trips and meetings
wait for me. No contracts!

The Bars
the bars
between us are bars
we don’t know
who's in and who's out
we don’t understand either if
one of us is the gaoler
for the other
or we’re both prisoners
but learning the walk itself
flowing into the other like springs
we get out together
of everywhere
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